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Abstract: We consider the ratio of cross sections of double-to-single Higgs boson produc-

tion at the Large Hadron Collider at 14TeV. Since both processes possess similar higher-

order corrections, leading to a cancellation of uncertainties in the ratio, this observable

is well-suited to constrain the trilinear Higgs boson self-coupling. We consider the scale

variation, parton density function uncertainties and conservative estimates of experimental

uncertainties, applied to the viable decay channels, to construct expected exclusion regions.

We show that the trilinear self-coupling can be constrained to be positive with a 600 fb−1

LHC dataset at 95% confidence level. Moreover, we demonstrate that we expect to obtain

a ∼ +30% and ∼ −20% uncertainty on the self-coupling at 3000 fb−1 without statistical

fitting of differential distributions. The present article outlines the most precise method of

determination of the Higgs trilinear coupling to date.
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1 Introduction

One of the aims of the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) is to search for the agent of electroweak

symmetry breaking (EWSB), which in its minimal form is the Standard Model (SM) Higgs

boson (H). Recently, both the ATLAS and the CMS collaborations have observed a new

state with a mass of about 125GeV, whose properties are in substantial agreement with

the SM Higgs boson [1–5]. The quest for understanding the mechanism behind EWSB does

not end with the discovery of this particle. It is crucial to test the Higgs sector to its full

extent, measuring the couplings of the Higgs boson to gauge bosons and matter fields [6–

30], and also to probe its self-interactions [31–36]. After EWSB, the Higgs potential can

be written as

V (H) =
1

2
M2

HH2 + λHHHvH3 +
1

4
λHHHHH4 . (1.1)

In the SM, λSM
HHH = λSM

HHHH = (M2
H/2v2) ≈ 0.13 for a Higgs mass of MH ≃ 125GeV

and a vacuum expectation value of v ≃ 246GeV. We can also define normalised couplings

λ ≡ λHHH/λSM
HHH and λ̃ ≡ λHHHH/λSM

HHHH .

A measurement of these two couplings is crucial to the reconstruction of the Higgs

potential and will allow testing of the EWSB mechanism. Moreover, in many models

beyond the SM, these couplings may deviate from the SM values, and in that case they

will provide relevant information about the nature of the new physics model.

At the LHC, the quartic coupling λ̃ may be probed via triple Higgs boson production.

However, its tiny cross section [37] makes it very difficult, if not impossible, to do so. On

the other hand, the trilinear coupling λ can be measured in Higgs boson pair production,

pp → HH, which may be discovered at a large luminosity phase of the LHC.

The discovery potential for Higgs boson pair production at the LHC has been stud-

ied in [32–35, 38]. In refs. [32, 38], constraints were placed on λ using statistical fits to
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the shape of the visible mass distributions of the final decay products of the Higgs pairs,

whereas refs. [33, 34] focused on the establishment of the Higgs pair production process

using improved techniques originating mainly from developments in the understanding of

boosted jet substructure [39, 40]. In ref. [35] the final state bb̄γγ was revisited as well

as bb̄τ+τ− and bb̄W+W− (fully leptonic), without making use of jet substructure tech-

niques (although boosted Higgs bosons were required). The present article concentrates on

using the results from the available phenomenological studies along with the best available

theoretical cross section calculations and conservative estimates of the experimental uncer-

tainties, to demonstrate the possibility of constraining the trilinear Higgs self-coupling at

the LHC.

The article is organised in the following way: in section 2 we dissect the Higgs boson

production cross sections and in section 3 we examine the theoretical uncertainties on the

ratio of cross sections of double-to-single Higgs production. Then, in section 4, we present

the expected constraints obtained at integrated luminosities of 600 fb−1 and 3000 fb−1 for

a simplified model, as well as within the Standard Model. We conclude in section 5.

2 Dissection of the cross sections

The Higgs boson pair production cross section is dominated by gluon fusion, as is

the single production cross section [41, 42]. For the pair production, other modes,

like qq → qqHH,V HH, tt̄HH are a factor of 10-30 smaller [35, 36, 43, 44], and thus we

do not consider them in the rest of our analysis. At leading order (LO), there are two

main contributions: a diagram containing a ‘triangle’ loop, and one containing a ‘box’

loop of heavy quarks, as shown in figure 1. By far the most dominant contribution comes

from the top quark loops, with a smaller sub-dominant bottom quark contribution. The

production of a single, on-shell Higgs boson only contains a diagram of the ‘triangle’ type.

The triangle diagram can only contain initial-state gluons in a spin-0 state, whereas the

box contribution can contain both spin-0 and spin-2 configurations. Therefore, there are

two Lorentz structures involved in the box diagram matrix element. At LO, we may write,

schematically:

σLO
HH = |

∑

q

(αqC
(1)
q,tri + βqC

(1)
q,box)|2 + |

∑

q

γqC
(2)
q,box|2 , (2.1)

where C
(1)
q,tri represents the matrix element for the triangle contributions and C

(i)
q,box

represents the matrix element for the two Lorentz structures (i = 1, 2) coming from the

box contributions [41, 45], for each of the quark flavours q = {t, b}.
The parameters αq, βq and γq for quark flavour q are given in terms of the Standard

Model Lagrangian parameters by:

αq = λyq ,

βq = γq = y2q , (2.2)

where q = {t, b}, λ is the (normalised) Higgs triple coupling defined in the previous sec-

tion and yq is the normalised Hqq̄ coupling (after electroweak symmetry breaking and
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Figure 1. The Higgs pair production diagrams contributing to the gluon fusion process at LO are

shown, for a generic fermion f .

assumed to be real) defined with respect to the SM value: yq ≡ Yq/Y
SM
q (Yq being the

resulting coupling and Y SM
q the SM value). In contrast, the single Higgs cross section,

again, schematically, will only contain the matrix element squared |
∑

q C
(1)
q,tri|2.

We have performed numerical fits using the results of the hpair program [46], used to

calculate the total cross section for Higgs boson pair production at leading and approxi-

mate next-to-leading (NLO) orders. The fits were done employing MSTW2008lo68cl and

MSTW2008nlo68cl parton density functions [47] and using top and bottom quark masses

of 174.0GeV and 4.5GeV respectively. We have obtained:

σLO
HH [fb] = 5.22λ2y2t − 25.1λy3t + 37.3y4t +O(λYby

2
t ) ,

σNLO
HH [fb] = 9.66λ2y2t − 46.9λy3t + 70.1y4t +O(λYby

2
t ) , (2.3)

where we are not showing terms suppressed by the (un-normalised) Hbb̄ coupling, Yb. In

fact, we have checked explicitly that a fit performed ignoring the bottom quark terms results

in form factors accurate at the 1% level and a total cross section accurate to better than

the 0.2% level (within the SM). Thus, for simplicity, we neglect the bottom contributions in

the discussion that follows in the rest of this section. We do, however, include the bottom

quark loops in our numerical results throughout this paper.

It is evident from eqs. (2.1)–(2.3) that the Higgs pair production cross section contains

an interference term proportional to (λy3t ). Hence, for positive values of (λy3t ) the cross

section is reduced, whereas for negative values, it is enhanced. The box squared term is

dominant, and scales as y4t , whereas the triangle squared term is subdominant due to the

off-shell Higgs boson which then decays to Higgs boson pairs, and scales as λ2y2t . Also note

that there exists a minimum value of σNLO
HH at λ = λmin ≃ 2.46yt (taking into account the

bottom quark contributions). The cross section σHH is symmetric about the point λmin.

We note that the above structure, and hence the different contributions to the cross

section, can of course be modified if new physics that allows new resonances to run in the

triangle and box loops (or adds new couplings, like an ffHH interaction) is present [48–

53]. For simplicity, in the present article we will focus on the Standard Model itself, as well

as scenarios where the possible higher-dimensional operators, induced by such new physics,

are subdominant with respect to changes in the λ and yt couplings.

Examples of such scenarios would be models where a Higgs bosonH mixes with another

scalar S, like in Higgs Portal [54, 55] or Two-Higgs Doublets Models (see, e.g. [56]), where
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no new particles run in the loop. Here the pair production cross section of the SM-like

Higgs boson H will get modified only by having a resonant effect in the s-channel diagram,

due to the new scalar.1 Indeed, one can obtain a 10-20 % change in yt and arbitrary values

for λ, together with a negligible resonant contribution, by selecting appropriately the free

parameters that appear in such theories.2 The new scalar S may be outside of LHC reach

if it is sufficiently heavy, or with reduced couplings to SM particles (see, e.g. [57]). Even

if the new scalar particle is observed, the measurement of the parameter λ will still be a

meaningful and interesting question.

3 Ratios of cross sections

It has been pointed out in ref. [26] that the ratio of cross sections between Higgs pair

production and single Higgs production:

CHH =
σ(gg → HH)

σ(gg → H)
≡ σHH

σH
, (3.1)

could be more accurately determined theoretically than the Higgs-pair production cross

section itself.3 This is based on the fact that the processes are both gluon-initiated and the

respective higher-order QCD corrections could be very similar. Hence, it is assumed that

a large component of the QCD uncertainties drop out in the ratio CHH . Moreover, exper-

imental systematic uncertainties that affect both cross sections may cancel out by taking

the ratio. An example is the luminosity uncertainty, which should cancel out provided the

same amount of data is used in both measurements.

Here we investigate the extent to which the above assumptions are correct, using

the available calculations for the cross sections. We begin by considering the LO and

NLO calculations for σ(gg → HH) and σ(gg → H) at the LHC at 14TeV.4 Using the

MSTW2008lo68cl and MSTW2008nlo68cl parton density functions [47], we show in fig-

ures 2 and 3 the cross sections as well as their ratios, CHH , as a function of the Higgs mass

at both LO and NLO.5 We present the scale uncertainty obtained by varying the factorisa-

tion and renormalization scales (set to be equal) between [0.5 µ0, 2.0 µ0], where µ0 = MH

1Even if new coloured fermions are present, their contribution can be neglected if their couplings are

small or if they are very heavy and decouple.
2In specific examples we have found that one can arrange to have a heavy S particle with a small SHH

coupling, such that its resonance effect will not affect the SM-like Higgs pair production rate, and with

a moderate deviation in the respective HHH coupling. The price to pay for S being heavy is to have

the other trilinear scalar couplings, SSH and SSS to be O(1), but still consistent with the perturbativity

condition, λ ≪
√
4π.

3Note that a somewhat different, but related, idea of taking ratios of cross sections for various processes

at different energies was explored in [58].
4All calculations in the present section have been performed in the SM, i.e. λ = 1 and yt = 1. We do

not expect the theoretical uncertainties to vary substantially with these values, since the variation arises

from terms with logarithmic ratios of scales, whose coefficients are often determined by universal QCD

functions, namely the β function or the Altarelli-Parisi kernels, depending on whether the renormalization

or factorization scale is involved.
5It is important to note that the NLO calculation for HH production has been performed in the heavy

top mass limit, and hence it is expected to be approximate. At LO, the accuracy of the large top mass

approximation is O(10%) [31, 52, 59]. Note that the sub-dominant effects of the bottom quark are kept in
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Figure 2. The cross sections for single and double Higgs boson production at leading order using

the MSTW2008lo68cl PDF set. In the lower plot, the fractional uncertainty due to scale variation

is shown in the blue band, as well as the PDF uncertainty in the green band.

for the higlu program, used to obtain the single Higgs cross sections [60], and µ0 = MHH

for the hpair program (where MHH is the invariant mass of the Higgs pair), used for the

Higgs pair production cross sections [46]. The scale choices are the natural ones for each of

the processes but we verified that the conclusions are not altered substantially by changing

the hpair scale, i.e. the numerator, to equal the scale that appears in the denominator,

µ0 = MH . Implicit in the calculation of the scale uncertainty of the ratio CHH , is the

fact that the scale variation of the single and double Higgs cross sections between 0.5µ0

and 2.0µ0 is fully correlated: i.e., we obtain the upper and lower variations of the ratio

by dividing the cross sections with the same magnitude of variation of the scale. This is

an approximation that is justified since the two processes possess similar topologies, and

is in fact one of the main insights in favour of using CHH . We also show, in the ratio, the

resulting PDF uncertainty, calculated using the MSTW2008nlo68cl error sets according to

the prescription found in [61].

Several observations on the behaviour of the CHH ratio can be made. First of all, it

is evident that the fractional uncertainty due to scale variation is reduced with respect to

the individual calculations in both leading and next-to-leading orders: for the LO case,

the individual cross sections have a ∼ ±20% (single Higgs boson production) and ∼ ±25%

(double Higgs boson production) scale uncertainty, whereas the ratio has a ∼ ±9% scale

uncertainty. For the NLO case, it is reduced from ∼ ±17% (single and double Higgs boson

production) to ∼ ±1.5% for the ratio.6

the calculations throughout the paper where they are available: up to LO in HH production and to NLO

in single Higgs production.
6Note that in ref. [62], threshold resummation effects in SM Higgs pair production in soft-collinear

effective theory were considered. The authors claim a reduction of the scale uncertainty to 3%. For other

resummation studies in single Higgs production see, for example [63–65].
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Figure 3. The cross sections for single and double Higgs boson production at next-to-leading order

using the MSTW2008nlo68cl PDF set. In the lower plot, the fractional uncertainty due to scale

variation is shown in the blue band, as well as the PDF uncertainty in the green band.

Furthermore, we can explicitly see that the uncertainty due to the QCD corrections

partially cancels out: even though the individual K-factors in the cross sections σH and

σHH are large, they are also very similar, both being ∼ 2. As a consequence, the cen-

tral value of the ratio only decreases by a small amount from ∼1.25 to ∼1.0 when going

from LO to NLO. This is an indication that higher order corrections are quite likely to

change the ratio by an even smaller fraction than the change from LO to NLO, when it is

considered at NNLO, whereas the single Higgs production cross section has a K-factor of

about ∼1.5 when compared to the NLO calculation [66].7 These findings support the idea

of employing the fully correlated scale variation described before as a realistic estimate for

the theoretical error.8

The PDF uncertainties for the cross sections themselves are not shown since they

are of the order of a few % and hence subdominant. The PDF uncertainty is also sub-

dominant in the case of the LO ratio, as shown in figure 2. In the case of the NLO

ratio, the PDF uncertainty becomes comparable to the scale uncertainty as can be seen

in figure 3. Combining the two errors in quadrature would induce an error of ±O(3%),

still smaller than the ∼ ±17% error on the NLO Higgs pair production cross section. To

remain conservative, we will assume that the theoretical errors on CHH and σHH are ±5%

and ±20%, respectively, in what follows.

7An equivalent calculation at NNLO does not presently exist for Higgs pair production.
8Note that studies of theoretical uncertainties in single and double Higgs production can be found,

respectively, in refs. [35, 67].
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4 Constraining the self-coupling

In the studies conducted in refs. [32, 38], the Higgs self-coupling was constrained using

the final states bb̄γγ, bb̄µ+µ− and W+W−W+W− (in the high Higgs mass region). The

constraints were obtained by fitting the visible mass distributions in each process for the

signal and backgrounds.

Here we choose to follow a different strategy: taking into account the facts that the

different signal channels possess a relatively low number of events and that the shapes of

distributions for the backgrounds (and even the signal) are not always very well known, we

employ only information originating from the rates. Furthermore, we use the theoretically

more stable ratio CHH between the double and single Higgs production cross sections,

examined in the previous section. We focus on luminosities of 600 fb−1 and 3000 fb−1 that

can be respectively obtained by ATLAS and CMS together in the first long-term 14TeV

run, or by the individual experiments in an even longer-term run at the same energy. We

do not attempt to combine between the individual channels, as this will require a more

detailed study from the experimental collaborations.

4.1 Variation with self-coupling and top quark Yukawa

To quantify the possible region that can be constrained using the ratio CHH , we first

examine the behaviour of the cross section for Higgs pair production and the ratio CHH at

14TeV, when varying the self-coupling λ, as well as the top Yukawa, yt. It is important to

consider the variation of the top quark Yukawa determination, since the production rates

of both double and single Higgs production can be substantially affected. Moreover, the

expected accuracy on the top quark Yukawa is expected to be ±O(15%) at 300 fb−1 of

LHC data at 14TeV [68].

We show the cross section σHH and ratio CHH at yt = 1 as a function of λ, as well

as both quantities at λ = 1 as a function of yt in figures 4 and 5, respectively. Evidently,

the effects of both λ and yt are significant: the cross section varies from ∼ 30 fb at

(λ, yt) = (1, 1) (i.e. the SM values) to ∼ 125 fb at (λ, yt) = (−1, 1) and ∼ 300 fb at

(λ, yt) = (1, 1.6). The ratio itself varies from ∼ 10−3 at (λ, yt) = (1, 1) to ∼ 3.5 × 10−3

at (λ, yt) = (−1, 1) and (λ, yt) = (1, 1.6). It is obvious that negative values of λ can be

excluded sooner than the positive values, since the cross section and ratio of cross sections

both increase fast with decreasing λ.

We note that negative values of yt are currently viable [21] and physical, and could

arise in beyond-the-SM physics models. Since Higgs pair production only depends on the

sign of the product (λyt), the corresponding values for yt < 0, λ > 0 are equivalent to those

for the points with the same absolute values of the parameters but yt > 0, λ < 0.9

9Note that the degeneracy with respect to the sign of yt that appears in Higgs pair production may

be resolved through the study of different processes long before the Higgs self-coupling is probed. See, for

example, refs. [69, 70].
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Figure 4. The cross section for double Higgs production and the ratio CHH at next-to-leading

order using the MSTW2008nlo68cl PDF set, as a function of λ at yt = 1.
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Figure 5. The cross section for double Higgs production and the ratio CHH at next-to-leading

order using the MSTW2008nlo68cl PDF set, as a function of yt at λ = 1.

4.2 Assumptions for experimental uncertainties

The ratio CHH can be used to derive the expected constraints that can be obtained at a

14TeV LHC for different physics models, including the SM. Certain assumptions on the

systematic uncertainties need to be made for the branching ratios related to each mode.

We first define the following quantities:

σbb̄xx
HH ≡ 2× σHH × BR(bb̄)× BR(xx) ,

σbb̄
H ≡ σH × BR(bb̄) , (4.1)

where xx denotes the H → xx decay mode in question. Hence, we can invert the above

relations to obtain:

Cexp.
HH =

σbb̄xx
HH

σbb̄
H ×BR(xx)

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

exp.

, (4.2)

which is the experimental measurement of the theoretical quantity CHH .

Since the scope of this article is not a detailed experimental study, we now make

several assumptions on the measurement uncertainties for each of the quantities in the

ratio of eq. (4.2). We focus on the region λ ∈ (−1.0,∼ 2.46), since the cross section is

symmetric with respect to the minimum at λ ≃ 2.46. According to ref. [71], the branching

ratio of H → bb̄ times the cross section for single Higgs is expected to be known to ±20%

after 300 fb−1 of data at 14TeV, and hence we assume that the uncertainty on σbb̄
H is ±20%.
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Similarly, according to [71], the uncertainties on BR(τ+τ−), BR(W+W−) and BR(γγ) are

expected to be ±12%, ±12% and ±16%, respectively, at 300 fb−1. To remain conservative,

we assume that going beyond 300 fb−1 of luminosity, there will be no improvement on

these uncertainties. This can be true, for example, if the measurements are dominated by

systematic uncertainties that cannot be improved further. Moreover, the uncertainty on

the cross section of the measured final state, ∆σbb̄xx
HH , is estimated by assuming that the

Poisson distribution of the obtained number of events can be approximated by a Gaussian,

for simplicity. Hence, if we expect a number of B background events and we experimentally

measure N events, the error on the signal estimate, S = N−B, is given by ∆S =
√
N +B.

The expected number of events for the studies we consider below were taken from [33, 34,

38]. We combine all the estimates of the uncertainties in quadrature for each mode to

obtain an estimate of the total uncertainty:

(

∆CHH

CHH

)2

=

(

∆σbb̄xx
HH

σbb̄xx
HH

)2

+

(

∆BR(xx)

BR(xx)

)2

+

(

∆σbb̄
H

σbb̄
H

)2

. (4.3)

In what follows we also add the theoretical error estimates in quadrature to the above.

4.3 Deriving constraints

The ratio of cross sections considered in section 3 was calculated under the assumption

of validity of the SM. In general, if one wishes to use the ratio to perform a study of a

different model with a given set of parameters {pi}, one should first:

• Calculate the ratio CHH and the corresponding theoretical error as a function of the

set of parameters {pi}. The set {pi} may, for example, include the new masses and

couplings of the theory or coefficients of new higher-dimensional operators.

• Estimate, as well as possible, the expected experimental errors arising from the mea-

surements of the different components that comprise the experimental value of the

ratio Cexp.
HH , as we have done in the previous section.

With the above at hand, one can then form the following question:

Given an assumption for the ‘true’ value of a subset of the model parameters,

what is the constraint we expect to impose on these parameters through Higgs

pair production?

Following the above framework, here we perform a study of a simplified model, which we

present as an example of an implementation of the above steps. Thus, we consider a situa-

tion where the Standard Model is valid almost everywhere, except that we allow the varia-

tion of the parameters {pi} = {λ, yt}. As we have already discussed at the end of section 2,

such situations may arise in Higgs Portal or Two-Higgs Doublets Models. Furthermore, in

the same framework, this simplified model will also provide us with limits on the determi-

nation of λ within the SM, by setting the ‘true’ values of λ and yt, λtrue = 1 = yt,true.
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Process S/B(600 fb−1) ∆CHH/CHH (600 fb−1) ∆CHH/CHH (3000 fb−1)

bb̄τ+τ− 50/104 0.400 0.279

bb̄W+W− 11.2/7.4 0.513 0.314

bb̄γγ 6/12.5 0.964 0.490

Table 1. The table shows expected number of signal (S) and background (B) events for SM Higgs

pair production, resulting at 600 fb−1, and the respective fractional uncertainties on the ratio of

double-to-single Higgs boson production cross sections, ∆CHH/CHH , for the different channels and

the two investigated LHC luminosities, 600 fb−1 and 3000 fb−1, usingMH = 125GeV. The fractional

uncertainties include the theoretical error due to the scale/parton density functions uncertainties,

assumed to be 5%.

We start by fixing the value of the top Yukawa in this simplified model to be

yt = yt,true = 1. Thus, to answer to the above question we produce an ‘exclusion’ plot,

calculated by drawing the curves that result in expected measurements that are one or two

standard deviations away from the central value of CHH , which is assumed to be equal to

that given by λtrue. By virtue of this definition, it is obvious that the central value itself is,

of course, not expected to be excluded. Equivalent plots in this model can be constructed,

by fixing λtrue and varying yt,true, but we do not perform these here.

Using CHH we draw such curves for 600 fb−1 of data in figures 6, 7 and 8 for the

final states bb̄τ+τ−, bb̄W+W− and bb̄γγ, respectively. To bring the three channels to an

equal footing, we have rescaled the bb̄τ+τ− cross section in [33] by employing a factor of

32.4/28.4 accounting for the central value of the NLO production cross section used in [34],

and moreover, rescaled by 0.72/0.82 for a reduced τ -jet tagging efficiency. For the bb̄W+W−

mode in [34] we also include the tauonic decays of the W bosons, and for the bb̄γγ result

in [38] we average between the ‘hi’ and ‘lo’ LHC results to get 6 versus 12.5 events at

600 fb−1.10 We have not rescaled the bb̄γγ analysis, since this was done for a Higgs of mass

120GeV in [38]. In the lower panel of figure 6 we also show the exclusion regions extracted

by using the Higgs pair production cross section measurement itself, with an associated

uncertainty of ±20%. We assume that the uncertainty on BR(bb̄) is the same as that on σbb̄
H ,

namely ±20%. It is obvious that the exclusion obtained from the cross section is expected

to be weaker than that obtained by the ratio, due to the larger theoretical systematic

uncertainty on the cross section itself. Moreover, the expected exclusion from σHH will be

more affected by experimental systematic uncertainties which would add to the errors. For

completeness, we show the estimated fractional uncertainty on the ratio, ∆CHH/CHH , used

to extract the exclusion regions, for the different processes and investigated luminosities

in table 1. At high luminosity the uncertainties all tend to similar numbers since we have

assumed that the other contributing uncertainties (∆BR(xx) and ∆σbb̄
H) do not improve

and they become systematic-dominated. These values are provided for completeness, as

an indication, and merit further investigation by the experimental collaborations.

10The ‘hi’ and ‘lo’ refer to, respectively, the conservative and optimistic assumptions made in [38] for the

jet to photon misidentification probability.
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Process 600 fb−1 (2σ) 600 fb−1 (1σ) 3000 fb−1 2σ 3000 fb−1 1σ

bb̄τ+τ− (0.22, 4.70) (0.57, 1.64) (0.42, 2.13) (0.69, 1.40)

bb̄W+W− (0.04, 4.88) (0.46, 1.95) (0.36, 4.56) (0.65, 1.46)

bb̄γγ (-0.56, 5.48) (0.09, 4.83) (0.08, 4.84) (0.48, 1.87)

Table 2. The expected limits on λ at 1σ and 2σ confidence levels in the Standard Model (λtrue = 1,

yt,true = 1). The results have been derived using CHH and are shown for 600 fb−1 and 3000 fb−1.

Note that there can be either one or two regions, in both cases symmetric about the minimum at

λ ≃ 2.46. Where there may exist a second valid region, we only show the lower one.

The interpretation of the ‘exclusion’ curves is simple: as an example, if we assume or

believe that the ‘true’ value of the triple Higgs coupling in this model is λtrue = 1, then

by examining figure 6 for the bb̄τ+τ− mode at 600 fb−1, we can conclude that using CHH

the expected experimental result should lie within λ ∈ (0.57, 1.64) with ∼68% confidence

level. We expect to exclude any values outside this range after 600 fb−1, given the value

λtrue = 1. We show the collected exclusion limits for λtrue = 1 and yt,true = 1 (i.e. the

SM values) at 1σ and 2σ at 600 fb−1 as well as the end-of-run LHC integrated luminosity

of 3000 fb−1 in table 2. The 3000 fb−1 values have also been calculated by assuming no

improvement in the uncertainty estimates that we have assumed at 600 fb−1. The table

demonstrates an important conclusion: it is possible, using the discovery of the three viable

channels, to constrain the trilinear coupling λ in the SM to be positive at 95% confidence

level at 600 fb−1. Moreover, a naive combination of the ‘uncertainties’, at 1σ about λtrue,

over the three channels indicates that a measurement of accuracy ∼ +30% and ∼ −20%

is possible simply by using the rates at 3000 fb−1. Note that the curves have been drawn

up to λmin ≃ 2.46. The regions beyond that value are determined by the mirror symmetry

with respect to λmin (the cross section is degenerate for λ → 2λmin−λ, which makes those

values of λ indistinguishable).

We should emphasise at this point that figures 6, 7 and 8 do not represent the Standard

Model, except at λtrue = 1, and should be taken simply as an example of the suggested

framework in a simplified, but still not unrealistic, scenario.

It is interesting to compare the regions obtained by the above method for the SM, with

those obtained in ref. [38], where the authors used the only viable mode for a low mass Higgs

boson at the time (MH = 120GeV), bb̄γγ, to extract λ from the visible mass distribution.

After background subtraction, their best limit at 600 fb−1 was λ ∈ (0.26, 1.94) at 1σ.

Here, for the bb̄τ+τ− we obtain λ ∈ (0.57, 1.64), for the bb̄W+W− mode we obtain λ ∈
(0.46, 1.95) and for the bb̄γγ mode, λ ∈ (0.09, 4.83), where the latter corresponds to the full

interval, symmetric about the minimum. It is evident that the ratio provides a comparable

exclusion region, especially considering the fact that ref. [38] considers relatively optimistic

background subtraction. However, the ratio possesses advantages over the distribution

analysis that may contain systematic uncertainties induced by the modelling of the shapes

of both the signal and background. Note that an interesting study of the theoretical

sensitivity of different initial states (gg → HH, qq′ → HHqq′, qq̄′ → WHH and qq̄ →
ZHH) on the trilinear coupling can be found in [35].
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standard deviations for a given value of λtrue at 600 fb
−1 for the bb̄τ+τ− decay mode. The exclusion

constructed from the ratio, CHH , is shown on the top panel, whereas the exclusion obtained from

the cross section, σHH , is shown on the bottom panel. We only show the region up to the symmetric

minimum at λ ≃ 2.46.

Since the cross section for Higgs pair production, as well as the single Higgs cross

section, both depend on the top coupling, a determination of yt and the triple coupling, λ,

cannot be done independently through a measurement of the ratio CHH .11 The coupling

yt can be deduced by observation of associated production of a single Higgs with top quark

pairs [79] using boosted jet techniques that exploit the substructure of so-called ‘fat’ jets.12

Since the error on a determination of yt is expected to be O(15%) [68], an investigation of

the possible constraints in the yt − λ plane is essential. This can be done for the Standard

11There exist many models in which the Htt̄ coupling, yt, can be changed, among other effects. See, for

example, [54, 55, 72–78].
12Note that at the LHC no measurements of absolute couplings can be performed. It is however possible

to make fits to Higgs couplings that are almost model-independent using weak theoretical assumptions. For

further discussion see, for example, section 2 in ref. [68].
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Figure 7. The expected exclusion in the simplified model we are considering, for λ at one and two

standard deviations for a given value of λtrue at 600 fb
−1 for the bb̄W+W− decay mode, constructed

by using the ratio of cross sections CHH . We only show the region up to the symmetric minimum

at λ ≃ 2.46.

Figure 8. The expected exclusion in the simplified model we are considering, for λ at one standard

deviations for a given value of λtrue at 600 fb−1 for the bb̄γγ decay mode, constructed by using the

ratio of cross sections CHH . The two standard deviations exclusion is not shown since it is weak.

We only show the region up to the symmetric minimum at λ ≃ 2.46.

Model with the assumption λtrue = 1 and yt,true = 1 in the simplified model. We can

then calculate the induced error as we have done previously and calculate the 1σ and 2σ

confidence levels on where the actual measurement will likely end up in the yt − λ plane.

The results are shown in figures 9, 10 and 11 for bb̄τ+τ−, bb̄W+W− and bb̄γγ respectively,

given an integrated luminosity of 600 fb−1. The figures illustrate an important point: for

a model-independent determination of the Higgs triple self-coupling, a good measurement

of yt is crucial. If, for example, we consider yt at the edges of the expected O(15%) error,

then yt = 0.85 yields λ ∈ (0.2, 1.1) whereas yt = 1.15 yields λ ∈ (1.1,∼ 2.4), using the
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Figure 9. The 1σ and 2σ confidence regions in the yt − λ plane at 600 fb−1 for the bb̄τ+τ− decay

mode, derived using CHH , within the SM (λtrue = 1 and yt,true = 1).
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Figure 10. The 1σ and 2σ confidence regions in the yt − λ plane at 600 fb−1 for the bb̄W+W−

decay mode, derived using CHH , within the SM (λtrue = 1 and yt,true = 1). In the lower-right

corner the exclusion is weak and only the one standard deviation curve is shown.

bb̄τ+τ− channel (Figure 9), both at 1σ. This is a result of the sensitivity of the single and

double cross sections on yt (see eq. (2.3)).

5 Conclusions

We have considered the theoretical error on the ratio of cross sections of double-to-single

Higgs production, CHH , at a 14TeV LHC, including scale variation and parton density

function uncertainties. Under the assumption that the double and single Higgs boson pro-

duction cross sections possess a similar form of higher-order corrections, which we motivated

in section 3, we showed in the same section that the ratio is a more theoretically stable

quantity than the cross section itself. Subsequently, assuming a 5% total theoretical error
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Figure 11. The 1σ and 2σ confidence regions in the yt − λ plane at 600 fb−1 for the bb̄γγ decay

mode, derived using CHH , within the SM (λtrue = 1 and yt,true = 1). In the lower-right corner the

exclusion is very weak and hence the one and two standard deviation curves are off the scale of the

figure.

on CHH , and using conservative assumptions on the experimental uncertainties of the quan-

tities involved in measuring the ratio, we used this ratio to construct possible exclusions

in a set of simplified models, given a true value of the corresponding Higgs self-coupling

parameter, at a 14TeV LHC and integrated luminosities of 600 fb−1 and 3000 fb−1. Within

the Standard Model we concluded that it is possible to constrain the trilinear coupling to

be positive, at 95% confidence level at 600 fb−1, only using the discovery of the three viable

channels. We also showed that a naive combination of the ‘uncertainties’ at 1σ over the

three channels indicates that a measurement of accuracy ∼ +30% and ∼ −20% is possible

simply by using the ratio CHH at 3000 fb−1. The present work outlines the most precise

method of determination of the Higgs triple self-coupling in the SM to date. We have also

considered the uncertainty on the top-Higgs coupling and have constructed the possible

exclusion region in the yt−λ plane. Thus, we concluded that an accurate determination of

the Htt̄ coupling, yt, is crucial to the determination of the Higgs boson triple self-coupling.

It is evident that deviations from expected exclusions within the SM would be an

indication of some inconsistency in these assumptions that would require further assessment

in the form of new physics models. Given the framework that we have outlined in the

present paper, the parameter space relevant to Higgs pair production can be probed using

the ratio CHH in any BSM theory. Furthermore, it is obvious from the present study, as

well as previous ones, that the measurement of the Higgs boson trilinear self-coupling is

a challenging task, and further effort, both on behalf of theorists and experimentalists,

should be made in order to obtain the best possible measurement during the lifetime of

the LHC.
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